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Ill. Ar..,,,m· 'I'he transonic flow field computer program assessment, 
recoIlU'lended by the GARTEur action groups, requires a good 
knowledge of the experimental conditions for two-dimensional 
tests used as a validation base. 
Besid~s .tP~. conventional wall effects, now conveniently 
~orrccted, the three-dimensional effects, mainly due to the 
boundary layer~ on the \.,a115 at the ends of an airfoil spann.ing 
the work~ng section arc demonstrated by some tests in the' sub 
and transonic speed-range. These effects are so important that 
their minimization is suitilble and il good modelization is re-
quired to be sure of their correction. A critical survey of 
mOQeli~ations compared to_experimcntill results leads to _thG . 
. 'c-dnc-ius-ion thclt- it- Ye-fined 'a-nd realistic analysis is needed .~o 
improve currections applied to the test results. 
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SUMMARY 
The tians~nic flow field computer program assessment, 
recommended by the GAR'!'Eur action groups, requires n good 
knowledge of the experimental condi tions for two-d imensiona'l 
tests used as a validation base. 
Besides the conventional wall effects, now conveniently 
corrected, the three-dimensional effectn, mainly due to the 
boundary layers on the walls at the ends of an airfoil span-
ning the working section are deznon~trated by some tests in 
the sub and transonic speed range. These effects are so im-
portant that their minimization is suitable and a good model-
ization is required to be sure of their correction. A critical 
survey of modelizations compared to experimental results leads 
to the conclusion that a refined and realistic analysis is 
needed to improve corrections applied to the test resul.ts • 
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NOTATIONS 
A 
b B 
I 
C 
ORleX"Nt\l r:"iG~ b 
OF POOR QUALITY 
z geometrical asp~ct ratio 
half-size and size of the test section 
airfoil chord 
_(!~ : pressure coefficient 
/l ~ (? " :. aerodynamic cop,fficients for local axial,. normal, -
CA,l-WI -"I L6- drag and lift forces 
H ': shape factor of the boundary layer 
~ fa.ctor of influence of the lateral 
""1V boundary layers 
.M. 
R.t. 
) 
U 
.:c,~ 
ot. 
r~ 
., ... '.::-; ~i o~ 0' o~ •• 
Mach number 
: Reynolds number 
clearance between model and wall 
local speed in th~ boundary layer 
longitudinal and transversal coordinates 
angle of attack 
co~pressibility factor 
circulation 
thickness, displacementOthickness and momen1;:um 
othie<kncoss ot: . t.hc . boundary layer s. . . 
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OFFICE NATIONAL D'ETUDES ET DE RECHERCHES AEROSPATIALES 
THREE DIHENSIONAL EF~ECTS ON AIRFOILS 
J.P. Chevallier 
1 - INTRODUCTION 
The development of lcolculatron mean-; and methods, fn tha 
rela tively simple case of two-diinensional flows, should soon 
make it possible to limit the use of tests in airfoil inves-
tigations. A cogent comparison with experimental· results, 
however, will still be useful for validating theoretical re-
sults. Such a comparison is the purpose of the computer pro-
gram assessment, recommended in 1980 by th'e GARTEur** action 
groups AG 02 and 05. Its success depends on wheth~r we can be 
sure of the validity of ' the two-dimensional tests. In a pre-
liminary phase, a series of results obtuined in various \-lind 
tunnels had been gathered [1] to serve as a data base. Owir.g 
~o the, diversity. pf the test conditions, their coherence may 
be assured only if the various interferences are suitably co.r-
. .. . 
rected. ~he effect of the boundar~conditi6ris on the ~pper . 
and lower walls may at present be considerec: to be the must 
important one and theoretically the b~st known one, provided 
/2* 
.. tha.t.· all. ·measuremcn·t,s· .used for, determining the modulus re'fer'- /3 
-a 0 .. •• _ 
ence speed and direction are performed ,-lith sufficient accur-
acy on a control surface near the boundaries of the fluid 
test section in the vicinity of the model. 
Conversely, the two-dimensionality hypothesis of the flow 
must be carefully checked, because it is too often implicitf~ 
assumed in wind tunriels with adaptable walls as well as in con-
ventiqnal installations. To encourage such checks, we shall 
*Numbers in the margin indicate paginati.on in the original t~:{.t. 
**Group for Aeronautical Research and Technology in Europe. 
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demonstrate on a few examples that airfoil tests 'exhibit three 
, -
dimensional effects that are often quite significant in terms 
of current accuracy expectations. These three-dimensional ef-
fects, mainly arising from the boundary 'layers on the side 
walls in the presence of an airfoilrwere detected a long time 
ago and models [2] have been formed of them in order to calcu-
late the corrections. A few experimental studies have been 
carried out on them, but the results are not consLstent enough 
to establish si~ple correction formulas and the purpose of the 
present report is tO,make designers and experimenters aware of 
the uncertainties of the test results. 
Typical examples in the sub and transonic speed range will 
be presented first. The main modelizations will then be examin-
ed. An attempt will then be made to bring out the main points 
used to assess their validity, but it will remain very diffi-
cult to draw conclusions. 
2 - EXAHPLES OF AIRFOIL TESTS BETHEEN HALLS 
• • I ••••• ' ••• 
The most common method of testing plane currents is to, 
use a rectangular test section: the airfoil under study is at-
tached between two walls (that we will call lateral or side 
walls,) -,on:'an' ang'le', of att'a~k setting device, or a balance •.. 
This assembly a'lrows for a large number of pressure intake" 
tubes used to record distributions ov~r one or several sections. 
2.1 - Tests Offering An Analysis Along the Span 
Use of a mo~el sliding sideways ina slot cut out on ,the 
wall offers a fine study of pressure distributions in the 
boundary layer. 
A. Caillou [3] used this technique for a Clark Y airfoil 
with a 150 mm chord and 250 ~~ span in the presence of 
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a boundary layer with a ,conventional thickness of 7.5 rnm at 
the leading edge of the model. The pressure distributions on 
the airfoil were recorded for angies of attack e<: of -3 u /0/3/6 
and go and for distances from the wall"of 0.6/1. 6/2.6/3.6/6.6 
and B.6 rnm. Reproduced for illustration for 6° in figure 1, 
they already make it possible to concluae'that they are very 
similar to the distributions recorded'concurrently in the cen-
tral section. If it is not permitte1 to speak of circulation 
in the plane of the wall, we can say that the local lift coef-
ficient C~obtained by the pressure integral is virtually con-
, stant along the span (figure 2l. 
H.A. Dambrink 14J did similar work in a 0.55 x 0.42 m . /4 
transonic wind tunnel on a model with a chord of lBO nun and a 
span of 420 rnm in the presence of a 21 rnm boundary layer and 
for angle of attacks of 0.35/3.6 and 5,8° for Mach numbers 
of 0.3/0.5/0.7 and 0.84. The pressure distributions are tak-
en for fewer distances from the \omll in the boundary layer, 
but for more complete ones outside of it. Extracts from these 
in figure 3 confirm the pr~ceding conclusions 
.. 
results given 
pertaining to 
fact that the 
the reductions in distribution points and to the 
general speed level had decreased (although to 
a less extent) on the lower surface and upper surface, while 
... a: .],-ocal ,vari,ation, of .the·, circulation would have the opposite: 
effects on the two sides of the airfoil. Furthermore, if we· 
consider the factors of resistance to for.ward motion (figure 
4) obtained by integrating the pressures, we find that they 
increase in the vicinity of the wall, while the lift slightly 
decreases. The hypothesis of a simple cioditication of the 
~ - ~. 
angle of attack in the boundary layer cannot explain these 
t\,10 effects which appear at a distance from the wall equal 
to about five times the boundary layer thickness. Under 
these conditions, it is normal.that the overall measurements 
of airfoil effects give considerably different results for 
the airfoild drag than those obtained from the pressure in-:·: 
tegrals at the center of the test section of slipstreams. 
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Furthermore, thesupersrinic region is the center of a 
local interference at supercritical Mach numbers: the weak 
shock produced at" top speeds, and therefore in a sharp re-
compression gradient, is likely to cause a considerable thick-
ening of the-lateral boundary layer (figure 5). The existence 
of this type of interference is confirmed in other tests [5] 
using visualizations (figure 6) which clearly show traces of 
a weak shock issuing from the lateral wall in the laminar and 
locally supersonic region. The origin of this interference 
in this case no longer seems to be associated with a strong 
recompression gradient, as this modern airfoil presents a very 
flat pressure distribution on the upper surface (figure 7). 
The shcc}~ appearing on this pressure distribution at 
about 40% from the central chord also leaves a visible trace 
(figure 6). The latter, however, has a consistent curved ap-
pearance and is slightly offset between the.regions where the 
transition has, or has not yet, started. Without considering 
. . .... 
this offset, the two-dimensionality error at the shock posi-
tion is about 0.1 c. 
At 10\,1 speeds, ·..,orks of a more general scope haVe been 
, ",u!l,d~J;,'·t,:k<7n ,Sln ,t;h,e. ,~~~ec;t:s, of, ~ip. ~!.ea~ance of blading in the, 
presence of a nonuniform flow [6]. The case of zero clearanoe 
is included and it appears as a perfectly normal boundary 
transition with respect to non zero clearances (figure 8). 
At a given span level, the boundary layer varies in increasing 
proportions (at 1. 5 c upstream from the'" airfoil .&"" increases 
from 0.4 wn to 3.8 IT~). These variations are obtained either 
by extending the wall, or by action on a slot to eliminate'~he 
boundary layer. The local ,Ck in the median plane in this 
case do not vary in a manner which is consistent with the 
boundary layer thicknesses: figure 9. 
Furthermore, in.the event of a decrease in local lift ln' 
4 
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the vicinity of the'wall, the drag increases, at least up to 
distance of about S. The abrupt and considerable decrease 
of eX. which appears for distances shorter than S did not ap-
pear in Dambrink's investigation [4J, figure 4. 
A later work by Sugiyama demonstrated tha effect of a 
given chord and boundary layer aspect ratio [7J. Bxcluding 
cases where the clearance is not zaro, we retain only the 
curves shown in figure 10. The representation selected by 
the author, which correlates the positions of the measuring 
points ~Ii th the span, which varies with the distance between 
the walls, shows that the boundary layer with a conventional 
thickness of 3.1 rom (measurement made at 1.5 chord upstream ,from 
tht! leading edge, 6'-1 = 0.4 rom), corresponds to the variable values of 
ratio d~b This thickness is shown in figure 10. The lift 
distribution is more uniform as the width is thinner and as the 
lift increases • 
. -.. ' 
For'th'e study of the effects of a wing tip clearance, the 
author calculated the aspect ratio that accounts for the im~ge 
of the model with respect to one of the walls alone (which is 
strange when the clearance is zero). Moreover, the results in 
, ' thi.s. ~.a.~e. .~re- l)ot per.fec-t·ly, symmetrical. The author's remarks 
on the overall results (at zero clearance) stress that the' 
lift for the greatest aspect ratio is close to the expected 
vall1.es for truly. two-dimensional flO\.,.s. A <'~ curve of t~e median 
section plotted as a function of ¢/~ from these results and 
extrapolated at S.;: 0 defines this trend (f{gure 11). 
2.2 - Testing With Measurements in the Median Plane 
Let us review the only experiments in which, to our know-
ledge, the thickness of the side wall boundary layer is varied. 
alone in the presence of airfoils with different chords. Thoze 
results were presented by Bernard Guelle [8J in 1975 at 
5 
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Poitiers and in 1977 [9]. Unfortunately, they do not include 
an analysis along the span of the model, but only the measure-
ment of the pressures on its median section. t'1e could also 
regret that the small width of - the \'lindtunnel does not allow 
a large enough domain to be covered for ratios ~/b 'always 
greater thar. 0.01, and ?{b greater than 0.75. 
They nevertheless make it possihle to show that, in the 
median plane of the·windtunnel, everything happens as if the 
airfoil were subjected to a deflected stream \'lith an angle' AcJ.. 
proportional to the airfoil lift (or to the angle of attack eX 
with rep5ect to the direction of zero lift) and that the coef-
ficient of porportionality itself was proportional to the 
boundary layer thickness. A relatively constant factor of 
influence was therefore defined by~":::' ~ .~ • 
" 
The residual variations of this factor as a function of 
the Mach number for various airfoils of various chords and 
for several angles of attack are given in figure 12. They 
shown that, if a rough mean value of 1.5 may be assumed for 
any value below a critical Hach number, large and complex 
variations appear at higher Mach number~. -
00 • ° 0 • . -
In the studies reviewed up to here, the angles of attack 
do not reach values at which large separations may be detected. 
This is obviously no longer the case for tests carried out on 
lift augmented airfoils. The performance limits of devices 
used to increase themaximum lift (nose, flaps, ••• 1 are a func-
tion of the behavior of boundary layers in the presence of very 
strong pressure gradients and these affect the boundary layers 
of \'lindtunnel walls more than those which originate on the ele-
ments of the model. A strong local suction of the lateral 
boundary laye~s effectively corrects their ill-timea separation 
flO] • 
6 
· ,. 
As of 12° angle of attack, visualizations using strands /6 
of wool (figure 13) clearly show that separations issuing from 
either of the airfoil's tips contaminate any flow, whereas 
with a reduction of the lateral boundary layers, the separa~ 
tion originates toward the trailing edge and in the median 
region of the model for an angle of incidence close to 16°. 
At a given angle of attack, the variation of the normal force 
coefficents of each element of the lift augmented airfoil (nose, 
body, flap) as a function uf the lateral boundary layer suc-
tion rate defines an asymptotic trend validating ~his mode of 
control (figure 141. The ratio of the values with maximum 
suction to the values without suction are shown in the follow-
ing table for two angles of attack: 
Nose Body Flap 
12° 1.45 1.15 0.71 
18° 1.62 1. 42 0.77 
Beyond the separation point, the differences are enor-
~'6u·s·;··e~peb:Lal'ry·on ·the nose; '\-lhere 'eN increases about '50%; 
Conversely, stresses on the flap decrease with a reduction of 
the lateral boundary layers which suppress the acceleration 
of the flow on the upper surface bet\'leen the lateral separa-' 
tions. 
These observations demonstrate the complexity of thra~-. 
dimensional effects, which in this case obviously cannot be 
aasimilated with a simple correction of the angle of attack, 
even for the median section. 
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2.3 - Remarks On The Test Results 
From the set of fairly disparate exam~les shown, two con~ 
elusions may be drawn on the three-dimensional effects in the 
airfoil tests. 
First, a nonuniformity appears on the span, either on the 
lift and drag distributions deduced from the pressure integra-
tion, or on the shock positions. This nonuniformity extends 
way beyond the boundary layer. 
Second, even when the distribution is uniform on a large 
central area of the span, its level is affected by a variation 
fo the lateral boundary layer thicknesses. 
To assess the significance of the first effect, a compar-
ison should be made of the variables involved, such as the 
. . .' ..... .. . 
Mach number, the angle of attack or the nature of the boundary· 
layer (figure 15). 
The shock position (detected on the pressure distributions) 
.' ... ' .at·a.given.!-iD.ch .. n~Il\ber:.v.ar,j.es .. w~tp the angle of attack and this 
variation differs, 'depend;i;ng on whether the boundary layer t~q~­
sition is natural or onset. The deviation of about 10% from 
the chord of the.posititions observed by visualizations between 
the central section and the ends therefore correnponds to. an 
angle of attack variation of nearly 1° and exceens the transi-
tion onset effect. 
In the presence of nonuniform distributions of the 
character istic studied «(!~ ~. (lk' shock .posi tion) over the span, 
if we foc'.ls our attention on the median section' and try to 
extrapolate the results as a function of a typical boundary 
layer thickness, difficulties still appear. . . 
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ORtCHW,L p.e,,::\! IS 
OF. POOR QUALITY ' 
Bernard Guelle [8J showed th~t, for the values of ~/b 
available to him, a quasi-linear extrapolation could lead ~o 
relative values of d~= o (Figure 16). The use of the results 
. .... -. 
of Sugiyama [7J with 0.005 <,-'dYh c:: 0,03' (Figure 10i shows that 
this linearity cannot exist for very slight thicknesses of the 
boundary layer. Consideration of the influence coefficient k 
(~-= ~: ~) would then be of no interest or importance. How-
ever by giving v~lues greater than those shown in [8J , which 
can be considered minimal in the evaluation of the err0rs, one 
can neglect the effects of the lateral boundary layers in the 
middle section. 
By adopting a value on the order of 2 for k, it would appear 
that, even with a relative)·- ~hin boundary layer (O~b r. 0,01), 
the incidence correct' ; is 2%. 
, Let us e~amine the consequences of such an error = n th~ 
transiLion of the Lilienthal polar of Figure 17 (obtained by 
integration of the I' :ssure on the NACA 0012 profile) to the' 
Eiffelpolar: for 0( .. 8°-. \-le find, without the boundary layer, 
CN = 0.92 and CA = 0.12, or C)L == 0,0092 With a. reduced CN 
.', :q,f: 2,%, . by, t.l:e .iI}duceQ· in,cideJ1c~,. we obtain C?<. .. 0,006.6 e:..r . 
ACt. .. O,OOi6 and A(~J<= 39 % This relative error 
is exagerated by the fact that ~onsideration is only given to 
the pressure drag; any drag balance calculation would be illusory. 
3 - MODELING OF LATERAL BOUNDARY LAYER EFFECTS 
3.1 - Circulation Models 
The oldest model [2J and also the most frequently used with 
several variations [12, 13, 14, 15 J is that of Preston. It i~ 
first necessary to place it in context: In 1944 
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when Preston was about to set up an airfoil test section pro-
ject, he wrote: "in a concern £or energy-savings a~d the cost 
of machining the models, they must be as small as possible, 
jet large enough to permit accurate force measurements in the 
presence of boundary layers on the side wall". 
His theroretical report providing an assessment of this 
minimum size begins with these words: "As a rough first approx-
imation", ••• As with any rough first approximation, it is 
assumed tha t in the r~g ion delimi ting the wing's' .presence in 
the boundary layer, the local lift varies \-li th UL ' I U being' the 
local speed at a certain distance from the wall, correlating 
this lift to circulation r', the latter becomes proportional 
to \) and is reduced to zero at the wall. 
The variation of circulation along the span creates a set 
of free half-unlimited vortices whose a"es arc parallel to the 
flow and that arc localized in thickness ·8. The speed pro-
file in the boundary layer also gives the distri}j'ltion of their 
intensity; 'they 'may' therefore be replaced by nn equivalent vor-
tex of intensi ty rand located a t a dis tance of rlisplaccment d; /8 
from the wall. Taking the first image of this vortex in the 
adjacent wall into account, Preston established the fo110'-1ing 
simple fprmu1a: 
. .~ .' .. ' . ' .. : .' ... ... . ... !lol, _'4 c.. ~ _.e. "O~ 
-;,- - 'E:,1.. - A' b 
for the correction in the median plane. 
The distribution along the span, calculated according to 
this scheme i::; compared in figure 19 with the scarce exi:d:·ing 
experimental results [11]. 
The same fundamental hypothesis of a variation of circu-
lation proportio~a1 to the local speed in the boundary l~y~~. 
is retained, by Nenard [12] \.:ho accounts not only for the 'f'i"rst 
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image of the longitudinal branches of the vortices, but the 
infinite line of alternating vor±ices corre~ponding to the 
successive images relative to the side walls. 
He also explains the appro~imation made in [2] and [12J 
where the variations of circulation induced out of the boundary 
layers to,:deter~ine . the distribution of free vortices arn neg-
ligible. 
If ''Ie refer to figure 20 extracted from [12), the varia-
tions of the angle induced are of the order of the angle of 
attack itself (8°) and a:e therefore far from being negligible. 
In the median section, by assuming that 'it ~ is small in 
comparison with the side of test section B and that the lift 
is equal to .t.t\o( 've find: 
~c.J. 
of 
'\(%.. ~ 
;;:ob 
s. Schneider [14] improved this point by establishing 
and solving the integrodifferential equation (analogous to 
·',:thcit· 'o'f'Pra·ndtl.') 'o'n' the "span' toa't' ~ust be satisfied by the" 
circulation distribution which is a~sumed to be proportional 
to the a.ngle of attack and to the local speed. 
As the successive images relative to the side walls are 
taken into consideration, the speed varies periodically on 
one wing whose span is unlimited and from this fact, it may 
be divided into a Fourier series to resolve the Prandtl equa-
tion, while the airfoil remains reduced to a lifting line. 
Numerical results Were obtained using an approached ana~' 
, ' 
lytical representation of speed profiles in the boundary layers • 
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In a special case, they may be compared to the preceding 
formulas as far as the span-wise distribution of the'rise 
of the wing center (figure 21) and for the effects on the 
median section (figure 22) as an inverse function of the 
geometric e~ongation. 
A modification of the vortex scheme adopted bY"all pl.·e-
ceding authors was propsed by Lazareff {lS] while retainin.; 
the vortex associa'ted with the lifting line. He assumed Hat 
the free vortices issue from the trailing edge of the airfcil 
and that, like the experiments, the lift is constant in the 
boundary layers. Figure 23 extracted from the document men-
tioned shows a correction of A,<'t that is more uniform and 
slightly diminished, which corresponds \ofell to '-the suppres-
sion of marginal vortices on 3/4 of the chord in the region 
closest to the lifting line. 
The latt~r ttol0 analyses [14] {lS] thus lead to fairly 
flat distributions over the span so that the totally different 
assumptions of the other modelizations do not seem too shock· 
ing. 
3.~ - ~on·Vortex Moq?lizations 
... : .. ... . ~ .. .. . . . ~ .... " ..... .. .. . . 
Their co~~on point lies in the observation that the exper-
imen::al distributions of normal forco being very f1.at, the as-
sumption of a virtually flat flow may be retained and that the 
effect of the lateral boundary layers may be assjmilated with 
tha t of the varia tions of theil' displacement thicknesses along 
the ('ntire height of the test section. Qualitatively, the"ac-
celeration of the flow on the upper surface of the airfoil de-
creases the thickness of the lateral boundary layers (figure 
27) and the resulting increase in the section slows down the 
acceleration and decreases the lift. 
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ORl01NAl PA·::~ IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
To obtain numerical results from this scheme, Barnwell 
[16] extracts the variations of displacement thickness of the 
lateral boundary layers (in the presence of the airfoil) from 
Karman's equation by introducing the empty test section values 
of the ~hape factor II and d~. The shape of the "small inter~ .. "" 
fercnces" given for the e~uation of flow conservation makes 
it possible for him to introduce a compressiblity factor ~' 
that includes the lateral boundary layer effects. His "analysis 
of magnitudes that depend on ~ or ~ , respectively lead to an 
- explicit formula for the lift los&: 
- , I J A - lNll; _ 
C.w1etl' -:: ~).-~ +~+li-~).t\Y6 
Another attempt based on analogous hypotheses, but not 
pUblished owing to its nonrigorous nature [17J gives the value 
of the coefficient of influence in an even more simple form: 
.... ' 
4 =- D!(' . ~ -= \\ "T t - M~ 
~ ~ '\ L ( A - r.A~) 
... .. 
The common point of these results is the disappearance of 
any effect from the chord (figure 23), the factor of influence 
depending little or not at all on ~~/h (figure 24), but vary-
ing noticeably with the Mach number (figure 12). 
3.3 - Critique of the ~odelizations 
The modelizations were classed into two categories: 
-the vortex schemes issuing from that of Preston; 
-the nonvortex schemes where "the span of the fluid test se"ctlon 
13 
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is considered in the presence of displacement thicknesses 
modified by the airfoil field. 
Independently of this classification, the critiques may 
~ertain to the pase of the schematization, to the .approxi~a­
tions made to develop a formulation and to the experimental 
validations. 
3.3.1 - Schernatization Bases 
The explanations given as a basis for the vortex scheme 
are not very clear. Undoubtedly, in the case of a 1 1.'1\ i ted span, 
a vortex cannot end in space, but nothing prevents it from end-
ing against a wall. Can the boundary layer that develops on 
this wall prevent this? This is not obvious: although the 
ground wind has a boundary layer profile on the ground and on 
the sea, cyclones do not seem to be accompanied by a hor1zontal 
vortex near this wall. 
The justification given by Preston is based on the hypo-
thesis that, in the sections of the airfoil under the boundary 
layer, the lift t'b-var ies with U,. which the experiment stric-
.tly, p,r9hi.~i,t~ ,(f i.gllt:C .2 ), •. ,' .... , . , 
. ... . . . 
In any case, if we could strictly justify this scheme, it 
would be necessary to adopt the form proposed by Lazereff [151 
that eliminates the free vortex segment between the lifting 
line and the trailing edge in conformity with the physical 
conditions of the flow in this region where the tightness be-
tween model and wall prevcnt the establishment of a circula-
ti~~' under the effect of lower surface and upper surface pres-
sure differences. 
Moreover, we do not C]uiteundcrstand how the vortex cou~d: 
originate beyond the trailing edge, where their equality be-
comes reestablished. Zonzero speeds with 
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opposite signs associated with a divergence or convergence of 
the flow may, on the other hand, create a vortex sheet in the 
slipstream. 
The importance of the effects of a lateral clearance which 
precisely makes it possible to establish such a marginal cir-
culation is illustrated by Sugiyama's experiments {6, 7] 'fig-
ure 8. 
An assimilation of the boundary layer effects with that 
of obstacles having their displacement thicknesses, does not 
seem more or less justified in the case of lateral walls than 
in any other case and the critique in this case will be made 
on the approximations carried out to obtain a simple explicit 
formula. 
3.3.2 - Approximations 
In regard to thc vortcy. schemes, the hypothesis common 
to ~eferen~es [2, 12, 13, 15], but discarded by S. Schneider 
[14J and according to which the vortex sheets localized in 
the boundary layers modify very littlp. the circulation distri-
... l:J~~i~I1 .. ?n .. thc. si;1n. !?9.·t.nat th~. ~r.~e v~rtices in the potentiQ1. . 
flow are disregardcd, is refuted byth,~c~mputer results (£i9'-
ure 20). The integral differential equation for circulation 
distribution must be resolved (figure 21 and 22). Yet, this 
imperative becomes less obvious with ~ewerchanges in correc-
tions on the span as provided by Lazareff's scheme [15] (fig-
ure 23). 
For those who allow for the schematization of boundary 
layer effects by lateral obstacles, there are b/o,common ap-
proximations: 
-a simplistic processing of the boundary layer development; 
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-the hypothesis of a uniform cross-flow. 
The variations of ~ is computed without the three-di!llen- /11 
sional effects, and in particular the corner effect. The lat-
ter is already quite significant in the angle of two plane 
walls \'lithout gradient [18] and a fortiori root eddies appear-
ing in the absence of ,9onnection clearances bebleen the wing 
and wall [19], due in particular to lateral boundary layer 
separations in the presence of the pressure gradient in the. 
Vicinity of the stagnation point. Visualizations [20] dem-
onstrate the deformation of the pariet~1 streamlines (figure 
26), even over very slender obstacles. 
These observationscondcmn the simplistic integration of 
Karman t s equation at S ..... and constant M. .lI.ssimilation of the 
streamlines with lines parallel to the axis is also not very 
realistic, but it does give (figure 27) results that are quite 
close to a t~J:::e~7~~mel;lsi9nal calculation [32J, except in the 
case of the separation which is provided only by the latte~ 
(and which does .hot lead to a usable result). 
The experimental points for the boundary layer soundings 
(S3~A) ·ar~·· unfor.tuna:tely,· tOG' numerous to validate such cal-" 
culations which; moreover, do not account for the airfoil 
field and the whirling eddies created at its root. 
-The hypothesis of the transversal uniformity of the flow, 
partially substantiated by certain exp~rtm~n~~l results (fig-
ure 1, 2, 3, 4) neyertheless appears only as an inadequate 
approximation if we look at the shock forms (figure 5, 6). 
In conclusion, it s'eerns that the formulas established 
with such dubious;schematizations and such unsubstantiated 
simplifications must be consinercd empirical and must be 
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carefully validated by systematic ~esting. 
3.3.3 - Validations 
Experiments were carried out for the purpose of vali-
dating the formulas derived from vortex schemes. It is hard 
to draw conclusions from them: 
-Van den Berg [2] comparing the results of Mendelsohn and 
Polhamus [22] with Preston's formula wrote: "the theoretical 
results do not quite coincide with the experimental results. 
The main reason is probably due to a too simple hypothesis 
about the location of free vortices". This conclusion was 
adopted by Cambrink [4]. 
-Menard [12] used both pressure measurements in the med~ 
ian section of an HM 12 airfoil \~ith a geometric aspect ratio 
of 1.3 and weiqhtings along the entire wing (with a later-
al clearance of 2 rom for a span of 780) and a boundary layer'. 
13 to 16 rom thick, depending on the roughness of the collector. 
. The local correction of the angle of attack in the median 
'~'l~~~' ~~~li~'d' 't~ ~~~ p;e~'sur~ 'i~t~g'ral and the mean correction 
applied to the weightings are consistent and' lead to a single 
curve q(<<~' representing the infinite aspect ratio. 
In another experiment performed with a Clark Y airfoil 
of 18 % and a chord of 90 rom for two very different geometric 
aspect ratios (0.55 and 8.66}, the pressures measured in the: 
median plane (without lateral clearance) give, after correc-
tions, lift gradients equal to about 1!}(~~C{ = 0.1017 and 
0.103) . 
-Lavogicz and Dyment [23] also concluded the validity of· 
the vortex scheme according to the {~(~) curves obtained in 
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the presence of boundary layers under more or less suction • 
-Heid and Stanislas ,[24] used a double exposure holo-
graphy which gives the complete field of the speed vectors 
of tho flow,' in order to establish this validity. They con-
cluded that the value of the angle of attack correction, cal-
culated at the wing center, is satisfactory, but that the lon-
gitUdinal variation of the angle induced on the test section 
axis downstream from the airfoil and its variation in the med-
ian plane would agree more satisfactorily with the experiment 
if the vortex system were placed at the tail quadrant of the 
airfoil. 
Calculation of the angle of attack corrrection at the 
center is habitually completed by a lift correction if this 
angle of attack correction exhibit~ a longitudinal gradient. 
Otherwise, a chang~ in direction of the aitfoil at zero lift, 
8;ssocia ted with .the curve induced by the longitudinal angle 
of attack gradient, is taken into account approximatively by , 
computing, the angle of attack correction, not at the center, 
but at 3/4 from the airfoil chord, starting from the leading 
edge [131. 
, '. • • ~ I • • 
, Bernard Guelle's experiments {B,' 9J, were not carried out 
to validate any particular formula, but were used a posterJori 
by Barnwell [16] to justify his formula. However, there seems 
to be an unexplainable difference betv1cen the factors of in-
fluence extracted from these tests (figure 25) and those thclt 
we tried to deduce from Sugiyama's experiments [7]. 
One point from Bernurd Guell~'s experiments should, how-
ever, be brought to attention: when, for a given geometrical 
• 
angle of attack, he causes the lateral boundary layer thickriecs 
to vary by suction, the representative points rigorously chairg'e 
positions on the'curves, whether it Is for Lilienthal's polar, 
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(figure 17) or for the stability curve (figure 181. 
We may conclude from this not only that the effect is 
analogous to the angle of attack induced, but also that the 
longitudinal gradient of this correction must be small, other-
wise it would introduce a generating camber variation of a 
moment independent from ~~ which would scatter the points 
outside the curve and a similar reasoning applies to the air-
foil drag. Furthermore, until now,no one seemed to be con-" 
cerned about the influence of a longitudinal speed gradient 
on the pressure drag of a region of the airfoil and on the 
resulting slipstream drag. 
-Sugiyama [7J in his study of the effects of a clearance 
between wing and wall gives for this zero clearance the re-
sults presented in figure 11. It is delicate to use th~~ 
quantitatively, because the boundary layer thicknesses pro-
vided ar.e relat:i:vc" to' a point situated at 1.5 c upstream from 
the airfoil, whereas the boundary layers at the leading edge 
were used to define ~ . Winter [26J using these results found 
much higher ~ values than Bernard-Guelle . 
.. , ", 'wi tn ':s\,ich' ~'orifu'sio~ . in . th~exper imental results , it is" 
, " 
hard to pretend to validate schemes and formulas. We can 
only conclude that a more rigorous approach must be founcl~ 
This might be possible by examining studies conducted on"sec-
ondary flow in cascades, as quickly evoked below. 
3.4 - Secondary Flows 
If we simplY,consider a curved rectangular conduit (fig-
ure 28 extracted from [25]1 whose horizontal walls have gener-
ated boundacy layer profiles represented upstream, a secondary' 
. ' 
cross-flow is to~nd downstream. " .. 
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This appearance may be expl~ined by schematizing the 
boundary layer flow using vortices whose axes cross the flow 
and which are situated -near thE;! walls. After deflecting, t;'ley 
produce a nonzero longitudinal component without requiring a 
variation of circulation on an absent airfoil. Introduction 
of cascades or an airfoil to generate the deflection of the 
flow fractionates these vortices, as shown by Ninter [26], in 
figures 29 and 30. 
This phenomenon, fundamental in cascades with strong de-
flection, has received more attention in this case than in 
airfoil tests: a recent work [25] does not contain less than 
71 references on this subject. On this basis, the authors 
proposed a much more sophisticated method than the preceding 
ones and retained primarily the three-dimensional trait of 
the secondary flow. Viscous layers are processed by integral 
equations for the conservation of momentum with the_inclusion 
of entrainment in the form of Head [30] and accounting for ·the 
secondary vorticity. 
The develops that follow for the study of this secondary 
flow are inspired in particular from the works of: 
• °0 " 
.. ....... . . 
-Hawthorne [27]: introduction of a stream function from the 
secondary flow in a plane normal to the main flow. 
-Mellor and Wood [28]: expressions uncoupled from the speed 
field satisfying the boundary conditions. 
-Horlock [291: solution in the form of products of functions. 
They are not directly applicable to the case of an air-
foil alone. The experimental verification, in the case of 
~ascades [311, validates this approach satisfactorily enough 
that this me\.hod can be recommt:'!nded for im'estigations of .air-
foi 15 between walls. There 'are still local problems to be-·:. 
solved: in particular, the leading edge separation gives rise 
to a vortex ring tightly surrounding the airfoil and it is not 
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sUitably represented by the superposition ~f a "sound" flow 
and a boundary layer flow. ' 
4 - FINAL REMARKS 
The discrepancy in the experimental results of various 
authors leads us to the conclusion that the complex'develop-
ment of lateral boundarY,layers in the presence of an airfoil 
prevents us from describing their effect by using only one 
characteristic, such as the displacement thickness o~ an 
empty test section at the airfoil level. 
The importance of three-dimensional effects, , ... hich ex-
tend way beyond the displacement thickness, is such that even 
in the vicinity of the median plane, it is not obvious that 
the flow is equivalent to a two-dimensional flo\o1. 
If per chance this were the case, determination of the ... 
angle of attack induced, \'1hich seems to present very little 
longitudinal gradient, demands an experimental study specific 
to each installtatiop,:as none of the models proposed appro-:, . 
, 'priat'ely accounts' 'for' all ·observat'ic:ms'. 
An improvement on the theoretical level requires a real-
istic view of the development of the boundary layers and of 
the vortex systems based on visualizations and local measure-
ments, while handling at the same time the nonuniformity along 
the span of the circulation distibutions' outside the boundal'Y 
layer, due to secondary cross-flo-{1s' in the presence of the 
model. 
The complexity of the theoretical operations required to _., 
obtain sufficient knowledge of the corrections to be applied,·-· 
makes it necessary to perfpct curren~ methods of testing in 
the plane stream while minimizing three-dimensional effects. 
:. 
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By controlling the lateral boundary layers, we can: 
-avoid their premature separation in tests'-on lift 
augmented airfoils~ 
-extrapolate the results within defined conditionu of 
variation up to the zero boundary layer. 
Other solutions, less reliable, but also less costly -
might be tried as a comparison: panels with variable dimen-
sions, thinning of the airfoil at the tips, localized boundary 
layer traps. 
All efforts must be encouL-ageo, as the problem of three-
dimensional effects is far from being solved at the present 
time. 
.... ' 
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